 директора Стивена Бланфорда собрание начало утверждением 4:00pm. Директоры Джилл Геварри и Скотт Пинкхэм также присутствовали на собрании. Директор Лииси Харрис присоединился к собранию в 4:53pm. Ассоциированный Суперинтендент Флин Хердон, Ассоциированный Суперинтендент Пеги Макево и Директор проектов капитального строительства Ричард Бест стали на заседание.

Принимается решение о назначении обязанности. 

Капитальный финансовый отчет — Финансовый годовой отчет за полугодовые отчеты: Мелисса Коан представила годовой отчет с участием членов комитета. Она отметила, что на момент окончания и закрытия года в капиталном фонде разделе, BEX IV показывает как $35.2 млн перерасход, она сказала, что это было из-за ускорения проекта Arbor Heights. Вся программа BEX IV в убыточном положении. В ответ на вопросы о природе $300,000 BTA IV дефицита, она сказала, что это вызвано Seattle World School и перенесена в фонд BEX IV финансирование проекта; она выбирает быть консервативной и отразить перенос в фонде, где он происходит. Она сказала, что баланс капитального фонда на дату окончания финансового года включен простые ежегодные затраты, а не просто остатки. На задание 6.5 млн. 

Именование Ingraham здание баскетбольного поля в честь тренера Walt Milroy: Том Редман начал презентацию описывая процесс, который это предполагаемое действие уже сделал до того. Мр. Milroy был очень активным в Ingraham сообществе многие годы и был самым выдающимся тренером в Вашингтон штате на его службе. Ingraham сообщества, включая бывших игроков и бустер клуба, инициировал это признание, следуя за политиками и процедурами для названия части. Они решили, что они хотели бы попросить именовать баскетбольный зал и не весь зал, чтобы оставить место для волейбола и других будущих гимназических признаний. В ответ на вопросы комитета, Мартин Флау описал процесс проверки, заметив, что это была на передней странице история так, что это разоблачало любую неприятную информацию о индивидууме, признание которого. Он сказал, что не есть какие-либо комментарии в сообществе, которые обычно проявляются в этом процессе. Страф думает, что общая природа этого признания будет выявить любые проблемы. Страф заинтересован в представлении этого признания к началу февраля следующего года в конце сезона баскетбола. Комитету было рекомендовано утверждение на заседании полного совета.

Предложение о подрядчике для разработки веб и технологий доступности: Майкл Миллер и Кэли Смитч рассказали о использовании подрядчика для разработки веб доступности, отметив, что все работы требовали от сотрудников было слишком много, чтобы делать это в качестве сотрудников; подрядчик выполняет все тесты веб доступности, исправляет ошибки, и сертифицирует веб-сайт для доступности, застраховавшись от любой будущей проблемы и разрешая длинный список вопросов в консенсусе, в особенности вокруг доступности в The Source. Майкл заметил, что этот подрядчик имеет хорошую репутацию, и это
proposal was by far the best the district received. When asked about staff efficiencies resulting from the use of a contractor, Mr. Miller said that 3-4 staff members in DoTS had assumed much of the additional work on top of what they do, and that there is a need to have an accessibility coordinator for the periodic reports required, in-house training and developing staff standards and understanding on the requirements, performing periodic audits of the website, and working with communications. Kelli said that this position also has assumed the district-wide 504 compliance coordinator work. She noted that the Office of Civil Rights has looking at 14 districts in the western region and that the Seattle suit has been blazing the trail for this work across the country. Committee members asked for reference information on AudioEye for introduction and then moved this item forward to the full board with a recommendation for approval.

**Approval of the annual SAP software maintenance contract:** Nancy Petersen introduced this item, noting it is the next annual maintenance contract for SAP and was the same amount as last year’s renewal. She said there was no substantial change and that the district has not added any major SAP components or licenses. She said there are BTA IV funds earmarked for SAP type projects but that the district will do RFPs for that work. Ms. Petersen described the functionality the district uses SAP for, including all financial transactions, purchasing, human resources staffing, tracking of dues and hires for 28 different labor unions, all payroll and financial systems and related security and upgrades. Budget development is still handled in Access for another year while the department looks at a number of different vendors and any newer and more modern interfaces and functionality.

New Chief Information Officer John Krull and project manager James Bradley described the historical use of large systems like SAP in large systems like the ten largest school districts in the country who use it. It is important because of the variety of functionalities and the maintenance support, including updated logic for tax rules, Affordable Care Act changes, and enhancements that have major impacts to schools. It is not accessible via the web for security reasons. While third party vendors can also do this maintenance, SAP is on the phone round the clock, with a support group that is nationally known. Mr. Krull said the district and the industry are creating a whole ecosystem where SAP can be core, with other developers being added for different uses. In response to questions, Ms. Petersen noted that a three-year contract is standard, as three years allows the district to amortize costs over a longer period of time and have enough time to switch over to any new systems if it is being considered. The committee moved this item forward to the full board with a recommendation for approval.

**Approval of furniture procurement contracts extension:** Richard Best and Anita Hornby discussed the extension of the contracts with existing vendors for another year, noting that attachments reflect current products and updates on products that were discontinued. The contract for one vendor was not renewed, so seven contracts are coming forward for board action. In response to questions, they said that the supply issues this last year were due to projects being bunched up at the end of the summer, which will not be occurring this year. They also noted the vendors and products are available to the full district, not just Capital Projects; schools are able to purchase off these contracts with their funds and get contract pricing. The district is under no obligation to purchase the amount on the contracts. The committee moved this item forward to the full board with a recommendation for approval.

**Award of contract for master planning services to Bassetti Architects for the BEX V capital levy planning:** Richard Best said that this contract was an agreement to begin BEX V planning. There are 17 school sites identified and three schools added because of their facilities conditions assessment and educational adequacies. The ranking system has been available on the web for
two years. An interim contract was awarded for this work to look at how to shift schools around, three geographic areas for elementary, K-8 schools, and a downtown high school stand-alone. He said that the board will be voting on BEX V in February 2019. This contract will cover the year it will take for master planning for these schools, a programmatic EIS which will take a year, and then the September-October 2018 time frame is when the determination of which projects will go forward. Three schools will be selected in the June 2017 time frame. In response to questions, he said that:

- these schools have not been identified yet and that Drs. Herndon, Nyland, and the board will look at these schools.
- As to how they will be prioritized, he said the facilities condition assessments will be overlaid with capacity information.
- Staff will be bringing the board a menu of selections that will need to be narrowed down by the board, when tied in with capacity management, the work of a task force, and buildings currently being used, the question will be what more does the district need.

After some discussion, the committee moved this item forward to the full board with a recommendation for approval.

**EC Hughes Elementary School value engineering report:** Richard Best said that the brainstorming session with staff and contractors resulted in the recommendation to accept 6 of the 32 that had potential of cost savings. The committee moved this item forward to the full board with a recommendation for approval.

**Approval of the Student Assignment Plan for 2017-18:** Ashley Davies said the amendments on growth boundaries from the board meeting the previous evening had not yet been incorporated and described updates for this plan. She described the updates to the plan for 2017-18, including the new schools, Cedar Park, Robert Eagle Staff and the links with other option schools; Madrona transitioning from K-8 to a K-7 school in 2017-18 (two community meetings have been held for that). Conversation with board and staff ranged on various topics and questions, including (but not limited to):

- **HCC cohort pathways.** With Eagle Staff being a new middle school pathway, the conversation began in 2013 with the Whitman, McClure, and Hamilton communities who are HC eligible. Eagle Staff/Whitman and McClure/Hamilton assigned to Hamilton for HCC.

- **Elementary pathways:** The plan had been for the Thornton Creek campus to be used for additional students, geo-split the Eckstein service area (inc TCrk) and Cascadia as a secondary default pathway. Given approval of amendments last night, there are some alignments that no longer align with that plan, with many elementary changes not implemented. Staff will use Decatur and Cascadia space to make sure the district is not filling Decatur from the start, allowing each building a little space while the cohort grows.

- Ashley said the plan includes moving the wait list to August 30th from August 15th. The earlier date (from September 30th in 2015/16) worked out fairly well for both schools and parents in providing stability for schools and assuranges to parents on where students would be going, but moving the list a little later in August would allow time for staff to return to schools and prepare.
• Director Pinkham began a discussion on Licton Springs by noting he was not clear on Licton Springs capacity size. Conversation following about a high school program (i.e., the old Indian Heritage High School), but staff noted that the plan for the program had always been 14 classrooms at the interim Lincoln site to allow the program to grow, and seven classrooms at the Wilson-Pacific site when completed that will accommodate three schools. Flip said no one has been denied enrollment at Licton Springs and there have been no artificial caps. The planning for 150 students has been there from the very beginning, allocated within the middle school; if it was going to grow much than that, the program would need to move. In any conversation or commitment about reinvigorating the high school, Flip said that the 150 capacity for Licton Springs has been vetted by the board every step of the way.

• Conversation then transitioned to the SE language immersion program, where there was a promise to the community about having that program available through high school in the southeast. Director Blanford expressed concern about making K-12 articulation commitments that are not well thought out, planned and sustainable so they can be resourced. Committee members talked about parents expecting a level of certainty and then not having that play out and planning for capacity in buildings as the district starts adding programs within them.

Discussion followed about the proposed option of using the language immersion program at Sealth for Mercer students who want to continue with language immersion into high school. Noting that transportation options east-west are not the best, other families have indicated that the Franklin pathway where there is no language immersion program but has many language offerings would be their choice.

• Committee members also questioned turning Madrona from K-8 to K-5, wondering whether the district has starved some of the programming in a neighborhood that primarily attends private schools. They wanted the district to honor the population that seeks out K-8 schools.

With the number of concerns and questions raised during the meeting, committee members were hopeful that the vetting of the document that this committee has done and input from other directors will result in a document that will not need many amendments. The danger is that everyone has their own particular issue and then the power of the document is diluted.

Ashley said the timeline is tight as this has to be approved prior to open enrollment so families have time. There are five community meetings scheduled from this meeting through December to get questions asked and answered. Representatives from different departments will be at the community meetings. After some discussion, the committee moved this item forward to the full board for consideration, noting changes will need to be added as a result of this conversation and community meetings.

**BEX Oversight Committee Semi-Annual Report:** John Palewicz, Chair of the BEX Oversight Committee, reported on the committee activities for the past half year. He said they meet once a month for two hours and are closing out BEX III projects and working on BEX IV. The committee gets reports ahead of time to read, including what the significant issues are, so that they can focus on problems the committee can help with. They review financial reports in detail at every meeting. Their task is not to approve projects or issues but just bring their eyes to the
Mr. Palewicz said there are currently nine members on the committee, community-industry people who are well balanced, with good ideas, attitudes, and who bring a lot of experience to the district. He recommended that the charter be updated and that the committee membership be refreshed periodically, starting slowly and creating a good replacement cycle.

Jill Geary commented that this committee is absolutely the best, bringing technical cutting edge practice and different perspectives to the table. She expressed her appreciation about their public service, acknowledging the amount of time they put into this work. She and other directors suggested that the executive committee take up the recommendations about the oversight committee charter and membership, particularly about including BTA, as more major construction projects are being included in that levy. All directors there expressed their gratitude for the work this oversight committee does on behalf of Seattle Public Schools.

**Policy 4237, Advertising and Commercial Activities:** Flip Herndon said the changes to the policy are not huge, just outlining fields and stadiums and athletic venues so that revenues could be generated to replace the loss of vending machines. For smaller enclosed areas the thought is to use temporary sandwich boards vs. permanent advertising, which could also be used for cross-country type of events to increase access for more sports than the traditionally male ones. In response to a question, he said there was a WIAA limitation on uniform advertising. Committee members asked for a redline version to be attached for introduction and moved this item forward with a recommendation for approval.

**Update on the Joint Use Agreement with the City of Seattle:** Flip Herndon said that more long, drawn out conversations with Parks have centered around the financial aspects and getting data that was verifiable. Commitments ranging from being able to finish any games that have started and capital projects the district will be working on are being discussed. The district is looking at the issues of point of sale and meeting quarterly to review data on revenue.

**Update on transportation service standards and contract:** Pegi McEvoy said that work continues on the potential of doing two tiers vs. keeping the current schedule. The district is also discussing the possibility of external funding sources for the two tier move.

The meeting recessed at 6:35 pm.

Operations Committee of the Whole - Special Education Placement Update

This session was called to order at: 6:41 pm.

Directors Blanford, Geary, Harris and Pinkham were present.

This meeting was staffed by Director of Special Education Dr. Michaela Clancy and Chief of Student Support Services Wyeth Jessee.
Director Pinkham opened the meeting by thanking everyone who was present for attending.

Mr. Jessee provided a brief history of the Special Education placement process for students with Individualized Education Plans (IEPs). He pointed to information provided in the report submitted to the Board in September which detailed the student assignment process plan for students with IEPs, as well as updates provided in Friday memos. He also noted meeting with individual Directors on the topic. He discussed the importance of timelines since enrollment does not stay stagnant.

Dr. Clancy presented an overview of the assignment process for students with IEPs.

Director Pinkham asked for clarification on what intensive services means. Dr. Clancy explained that it refers to students who need more intensive instruction and that it used to be called self-contained classes.

Director Harris asked whether or not parents know how many seats are available and what parts of the Continuum of Services are at the option schools. Mr. Jessee explained that parents are able to see the services on the Linked School Chart and discussed the complexity to determining the appropriate placement for a particular student.

Director Pinkham asked how many students use Skills Center. Dr. Clancy said that currently there are two students utilizing the Skills Center program.

Director Geary noted the new pathway split for Green Lake students and would like to make sure that there is exceptional language to prioritize flexibility for students to go where it is most healthy for them.

Mr. Jessee discussed how the Special Education department is very respectful of the pathways for students and will further look at those students’ individual situations. He noted that although the split pathway for this one particular school is distinct the long-term implications need to also be considered.

Director Geary asked where the district was in offering the full continuum of services. Dr. Clancy provided further information on which services were available at different grade levels, noting that not all levels are being offered the full continuum. Director Harris expressed that there might be a need for a paragraph in the Student Assignment Plan which states a student’s IEP trumps the pathways.

Director Geary expressed her opinion that the placement process should consider allowing students whose disability causes them to have difficulties developing relationships with peers the ability to move with their peers and that it is appropriate to look at all of the student’s disability before making a placement decision.

Mr. Jessee noted that this issue will be revisited with the revisions in the Student Assignment Plans.

Director Harris thanked the team for the work and was wondering if there is a sense of how many students would be affected by and IEP exception. Would it be less than 20, or in the hundreds.
Mr. Jessee estimated that this exception would affect about 20 students.

The meeting adjourned at 7:15 pm.